INTRODUCTION
Tunnel junctions are important light sources in their own right that convert electric potential energy into photons, largely through one electron-one photon (1e − → 1g) inelastic tunneling events. These junctions facilitate many intricate fundamental processes such as time-correlated two-electron tunneling (1, 2) , overbias emission (3) (4) (5) , photon antibunching in single-photon emitting molecular systems (6, 7) , and photon bunching from dynamical processes that modulate junction properties, such as molecular motion (8, 9) . These emission processes arise from how stochastic fluctuations couple to the electromagnetic modes of an environment (10) , which imprint characteristic deviations away from Poissonian statistics onto the temporal correlations in the emitted photon stream. Critically missing from these examples is a 1e − → ng process, where a single electron manifestly produces multiple photons. The simplest of these is the 1e − → 2g process. Using scanning tunneling microscopy (STM)-induced luminescence techniques (11) to examine the light from atomically flat metal junctions, we detect a non-Poissonian process that manifests as photon superbunching, which, in tandem, evidences emission of time-correlated photon pairs from a tunnel junction formed between metals. The effect is reminiscent of twomode squeezed photon pairs (12) , but without externally applied AC voltages and the energy constraints imposed by millikelvin temperatures. Its detection now expands the inventory of fundamental processes that can be controlled in a tunnel junction environment.
RESULTS
The superbunching and its characterization are obtained with the experimental setup (13) shown in Fig. 1 . The surface topography and spectroscopic characterization of a clean Ag(111) single crystal obtained with STM are shown in Fig. 2 (A and B, respectively) . The light radiating from the junction (orange curve) due to the tunnel current is recorded while sweeping the bias from 1 to 10 V, holding the current constant with a feedback loop. The feedback causes the tip to retract from the surface in a step-like fashion (purple curve) due to field emission resonance (FER) states (green curve) at metal surfaces with a bandgap near the vacuum level (14) . The succession of these FER states introduces oscillatory variations in the electronic density of states. Note that the total light emission intensity (orange curve) drops substantially from its maximum near 3 V when the voltage approaches the first FER state. Our measurement reproduces the essential, known features of a metal-metal tunnel junction (15, 16) .
The temporal photon intensity correlation function g (2) (t) that evidences photon superbunching is measured with a Hanbury Brown and Twiss interferometer (17) (Fig. 1) by collating the distribution of times t between one photon arriving at the start detector [single-photon avalanche diode 1 (SPAD 1)] and another photon arriving at the stop detector (SPAD 2) (6). Two photon counters are necessary to confirm simultaneously generated photons since the instrumental dead time is~76 ns (see Materials and Methods). A temporal correlation event registers when both detectors sense one photon each, typically with a nanosecond time delay between the sensing. While accidental coincidences may occur at any relative time delay (as they involve uncorrelated photons), true coincidences require two emitted photons arriving simultaneously and manifest as a sharp feature in g (2) (t) at time zero. These special pairs can be produced according to the schematic shown in Fig. 2C . An inelastic tunneling process can excite tiplocalized plasmon modes that subsequently decay into photons detected in the far field. In addition to well-known single-photon emission, bunched emission can occur whenever photon pairs are produced, such as in an idealized two-step cascade that produces one photon in each step (18) . Figure 3A shows the measured g (2) (t) for our tunnel junction light source derived from time-correlated single-photon counting, and plotted with coincidence events as a function of time between photon detection at the start and stop SPADs. Because the counting statistics of electron transport in a tunnel junction is Poissonian (19) , the absence of an antibunching feature at time t = 0 is expected. However, the presence of a bunching feature is not. It signals that electroluminescence in a generic tunnel junction does not occur solely in the form of individual 1e − → 1g events. While observing g (2) (0) > 1 is already indicative of bunched photon emission, g (2) (0) = 17 (also in Fig. 3A) shows that the photons are unambiguously superbunched (20) . The existence of photon bunches containing at least pairs of photons is evidenced by the two independent SPADs detecting light within less than 53 ps of each other. While a bunch may contain more than two photons and may obey certain quantum mechanical relationships, these possibilities remain uncharacterized by the current experiment. Nevertheless, the high bunching ratio g (2) (0) is distinct from that generated by chaotic light sources, for which g (2) (t) ≤ 2 holds. The set point of 4.63 V, 20 nA is representative of a broad range of tunnel parameters where superbunching is observable. The bunching feature has an even narrower width than the reference correlation measured with light pulses from a picosecond white light source, thus indicating that the bunching peak shape is even closer to the instrumental response function than the reference measurement (blue curve in Fig. 3B ; Materials and Methods). Thus, the peak value of g (2) (0) is limited by the detectors' time resolution and may be substantially larger if detection with higher time resolution is used. Using g (2) (0) as a coincidence-to-accidental events ratio, this metric is already comparable to photon pair sources based on cooled optical fibers, which can perform quantum key distribution with a 3% bit error rate (21) .
Next, we characterize how the true and accidental coincidence events vary as a function of tunnel current. The raw data and resulting series are shown in Fig. 4 . For each new current, the bias is adjusted slightly to tunnel elastically into the first FER maximum (16) . Note that for any STM measurement, only two of the current, voltage, and tipsample distance tunnel parameters can serve as independent variables. This requires adjusting both the current and voltage simultaneously when following a particular spectroscopic feature that is not pinned by the substrate Fermi energy. Bunching is best observed when the total light intensity is made low (22) , either by reducing the tunnel current (Figs. 3A, 4A, and 4F) or, in tandem, leveraging the broad, low but nonzero minimum between 4 and 6 V in the light intensity curve (Fig. 2B, orange) . Although we chose to follow the position of the first FER state in our measurements, bunching does not seem to be predicated on populating any FER state because it is visible even at 3.2 V, which is far below the first FER maximum. Figure 4 (A to E) shows the measured quantity g (2) (t) − 1. From right to left, the bunching peak value increases with decreasing current. Focusing on Fig. 4F , the power-law exponent for true coincidences (1.24) is less than half of the value for accidental coincidences (2.95), implying that bunching is due to single-electron tunneling events, and, for this reason, it will dominate at low current. Let I be the current, e the electric charge, k 1 the quantum efficiency for emitting a single photon, and h the effective probability that this photon is detected. Without loss of generality, h for both detectors is assumed to be equal. The number of single-photon events per second is N 1 = Ik 1 h/e; hence, the number of accidental coincidences per second is
DISCUSSION
t, where t is the binning time interval of the correlation measurement. In contrast, the number of true coincidence events per second is N 2 = Ik 2 h 2 /e, where k 2 is the quantum efficiency for emitting a photon pair. N 2 is also equal to the area of g (2) (t) − 1. We further assume that k 2 ≪ k 1 ≪ 1. The ratio of time-correlated pairs to accidental coincidences is then
and does not involve the detector efficiency h.
First, if the photon pair is assumed to originate from a cascade of two independent emission events with the same quantum efficiency, then k 2 = k 2 1 . This scenario corresponds to photon pair emission decomposable into two single-photon events, which we regard herein as a "trivial" process. But actually, our measurements show that k 2 = 215k 2 1 (Fig. 3A) can be two orders of magnitude larger than k , where z is a position in the gap, arriving on the sample side with an energy E = e · U bias above the sample Fermi level (E F,sample ). E can be aligned or misaligned with FERs nearby. E is an upper bound for the total photon energy because metals provide a continuum of initial and final states. fig. S1 ). This scenario makes the observed k 2 about five orders of magnitude larger than one would expect.
Second, examining the formulas for accidental and true coincidences, we can directly compare the current dependencies of k 2 1 and k 2 , which correspond to emitting two single photons versus one photon pair. Figure 4F shows that (Ik 1 h/e) 2~I2.95 and (Ik 2 h 2 /e)~I 1.24 , so that empirically, k 1~I 0.475 and k 2~I 0.24 rather than k 2 e k 2 1 e I 0:95 , as one would expect for a cascade process. These two observations decisively argue against the cascade emission mechanism, that is, the photon pair is not composed of 1e − → 1g processes. Hence, excluding this possibility evidences a 1e − → 2g process being operant-a coherent simultaneous pair emission process-and raises fundamental questions about how nontrivial two-photon processes may arise.
As a consistency check, g (2) (t) is measured with and without intervening optical shortpass filters (F 1 and F 2 in Fig. 1 ) with cutoffs exceeding half the applied tunnel voltage. This tests whether positive correlations occur for photon pairs whose total energy exceeds the energy of one tunneling electron. Figure 5 shows the light spectrum obtained with e · U bias = 4 eV tunneling electrons that exhibits bunching (orange; parts A and B), while the filtered spectrum with a 2.07-eV cutoff does not (green; parts A and C). Hence, in a bunch (or pair) of photons, not more than one photon carries more than half of the electron energy. Bunching is seen if the experiment is repeated but with one shortpass replaced with a longpass filter ( fig. S2 ). This complementary result shows that while bunches do not contain two higher-energy photons, one higher-energy photon can pair up with a lower-energy photon, and thus, higher-energy photons unambiguously participate in the bunching. If this pairing arises from spontaneous two-photon emission analogous to those of atomic systems, then the pairs are entangled due to energy and angular momentum conservation (23) . In lieu of a complete assessment of the two photons across all quantum variables (24, 25) , the true nature of the photon pairs is a new, open question that has arisen from a system that has been studied for over 40 years (26) .
The measurement with spectral filtering (Fig. 5 ) reaffirms that the bunched photons do not originate from time-correlated 1e − → 1g processes and, again, evidences the 1e − → 2g process being operant. Even bunching from coordinated electron tunneling is unlikely because this process is quadratic in the current (27) . We speculate that photon pair creation may be possible due to spontaneous parametric down-conversion of plasmon polaritons (28), which is enabled by the optical nonlinearity of the nanometer tunnel junction between the metals (29) , with the small tip extension alleviating phase-matching conditions. The presence of optical resonances in the junction at energies corresponding to about half the high tunneling electron energies available (Fig. 5A) will further increase the matrix elements for pair emission.
Confirming the existence of a 1e − → 2g electroluminescent process in the Au-Ag(111) junction is the key to rationalizing our bunching observations. Such a process evidences photon pairs being emitted much closer to each other than the~50-ps temporal resolution of our experiments. This result validates that simple tunnel junctions do behave as special light emitters beyond their established domain. We have also observed bunching from junctions formed by other metallic elements (figs. S2 and S3). Using quantum efficiency and energy conservation arguments, we demonstrated that photon pairs can originate from an intrinsic elementary process with fast temporal characteristics without invoking bulk optical media with strong second-or third-order nonlinearities (30) .
Our results show that an optoelectronic component useful for quantum computing (31, 32) can be miniaturized substantially and controlled at the atomic scale ( Fig. 2A) . Photon entanglement (33, 34) and heralding measurements (35, 36 ) that require double-or higherphoton coincidences may now be possible at the nanoscale; the coincidence rate in Fig. 3A is already sufficient to accomplish the former (37) . Using broader tip apexes (38) , the photon energy may shift to where optical fibers have minimal transmission loss (C band, 1530 to 1565 nm) and synergize with contemporary developments in optical communications (39) . We anticipate that these findings herein will further motivate using tunnel junctions as novel photonic devices in nanoscience.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Peripherals
The STM-induced luminescence setup was equipped with a pair of spectrally integrating, SPADs (Micro Photon Devices PD 100 CTE; supplier-measured 29-and 33-ps full width at half maximum time resolution, 74.9-and 76.8-ns dead time) and an optical spectrograph (Acton Research Spectra Pro 900i; 150 lines/mm blazed grating with Peltier-cooled, intensified charge-coupled device). In all optical spectra shown, no correction was made for variations in the wavelength dependence of the detection efficiency. Photon correlation measurements were obtained with hardware (SPC-130, Becker & Hickl) configured in start-stop mode with a 12.2-ps time bin width throughout this study. A white light source (Fianium WhiteLase, WL-SC-400-40; 80-MHz repetition rate, 6-ps fundamental pulse width) filtered by a variable bandpass monochromator (Fianium LLTF Contrast VIS; <2.5-nm spectral bandwidth) generated the 690-nm pulses used in the reference measurement shown in Fig. 3B (in blue) .
Tunnel junction
A Ag(111) single crystal, oriented to 0.1°, was cleaned via repeated cycles of Ar + sputtering between 300 and 400 K, followed by annealing to 900 K in an ultrahigh vacuum preparation chamber. It was then transferred in situ to the scanning tunneling microscope and checked for surface cleanliness (Fig. 2A ). Tips were prepared by electrochemically etching ∅0.25 mm, 99.995% pure Au wire, followed by repeated indenting and voltage pulsing on Ag(111). Differential conductance (dI/dU) measurements, in which the signal is proportional to the density of electronic states, were made by modulating the bias voltage (211 Hz, 20 mV peak to peak) and recording the lock-in signal in the current. All voltages were applied to the Ag substrate with the tip held at 0 V. All measurements were reproducibly tunable via STM parameters such as voltage and current excluding tip modification. We performed experiments with the tip positioned above a flat terrace rather than at defects with the benefit of making the measurements robust against the tip position drifting. 
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
